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Software Development That Solves Business Problems

Custom Software Development

Developing great software starts with understanding what it must do. Our

background is in process engineering and execution, so we have the

experience needed to design solutions that anticipate future needs and

business expansion.

Mobile App Development

Speed, security and robust features make mobile apps one of the hottest

areas in software because more work is being pushed from laptops to

phones. Developing for mobile is about understanding how users interact

with data and features. Too much results in battery drain and too little makes

it useless.

UI and UX Design

User interface is a major reason why some apps get used and others are

abandoned. Our designers take a business approach by understanding the

process flow users need to follow to get the most from your system. User

experience is part art and part science making it one of the most critical

components of the architecture.

Branding

Developing great software starts with understanding what it must do. Our

background is in process engineering and execution, so we have the

experience needed to design solutions that anticipate future needs and

business expansion.

Web Application Development

Websites are not created equally. Visitors today are sophisticated and expect

a seamless and easy-to-use online experience not simple static pages.

Interactive portals providing access to privileged information, transactional

systems and real-time dashboards are now expected.

We created TriHelix Software to address core business needs of any sized company needing to leverage

software to scale a company or division. Our team is comprised of industry veterans with experience well

beyond software development. Our experience is our difference.
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B2B and B2C E-Commerce

Online stores, auctions, marketplaces and trading platforms all require real-

time reporting, customizable e-commerce solutions and TriHelix has the

experience to design, build and support state-of-the-art systems to support

inventory, ordering, accounting and ever other aspect of online commerce.

Startup IT Services and Solutions

TriHelix is an investment company that started a software company to help

address the needs of startups because we see the world through the eyes of

anyone who is funding your venture. Our startup IT services aim at helping

early stage companies accomplish their goals through product ideation,

prototyping, software development, testing and maintenance. MVPs!

SEO, SEM and Monitoring

Search engine optimization has been around since 1990 but it has changed

dramatically and continues to evolve every year. Doing the same thing you

did only one year ago could hurt your page rank more then in helps. We

focus on keeping up with the latest standards on all fronts and actively

monitor our client’s activity against the changes in algorithms.

Online Portals and Communities

Static websites are great for marketing however, visitors today are more

sophisticated and expect a personalized experience designed to address

their specific needs. Whether the need is to communicate, update process

flow, transact or facilitate, TriHelix has built portals that will securely tailor an

experience for that individual user.

Business Intelligence

Enterprise-wide reporting and business performance management tools can

improve your business, increase productivity, and optimize business

operations at every level. Get the most out of online analytical processing, big

data, benchmarking, and business process management with the help of our

experts.
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Experience is Critical When Doing Business Online

TriHelix is a collection of software industry veterans who are passionate about creating effective tools to

help realize business objectives and maximize profits, while securing customer information.
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Enterprise Software Development

When it’s time to develop new enterprise software, planning, design, process-

flow, architecture and integrations are just the beginning of what it takes to

get it right. TriHelix has the experience and track record you can count on to

be your enterprise software partner.

IT Consulting/Product Strategy

Static websites are great for marketing however, visitors today are more

sophisticated and expect a personalized experience designed to address

their specific needs. Whether the need is to communicate, update process

flow, transact or facilitate, TriHelix has built portals that will securely tailor an

experience for that individual user.

Enterprise Mobility

We will help you create dependable mobility roadmaps and transform your

enterprise software into fully functional mobile suites using he latest and most

secure cloud technologies. Our experienced team assesses your current and

future needs, designs, builds, deploys and supports your next generation of

enterprise infrastructure.

Software Modernization

TriHelix has significant experience turning legacy software into an asset that

can work for you for many years without the need to perform a full software

replacement. Many software platforms are too difficult or expensive to

completely replace so working with the database and user-interface may be a

better alternative. Our team of experts can offer a consultative approach to

making that decision.

Cloud Computing

Cloud computing solutions create a scalable, flexible, and connected

enterprise environment with tremendous power. Our experience offers you

the ability to leverage all that the cloud has to offer without running into the

pitfalls associated with first-time or early cloud deployments.
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TriHelix is Enterprise Tested and Proven

We have significant experience with enterprise wide processes, architecture, and applications. We help

you optimize business outcomes.
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Blockchain Development

Blockchain technologies are very popular and the promise of secure

encrypted and immutable data libraries has the world excited. As you work

with blockchain please add TriHelix to your team as we have been working

with the technology for as long as anyone in the industry and can offer you a

level-headed approach to uses for business applications.

Internet of Things

Secure IoT solutions gather data, optimize key processes, and improve

decision making across the span of accessible devices. As IoT solutions get

better, the possibilities are very promising; partner with TriHelix as your IoT

research and development team – We work with you to accomplish your

mission.

AI and Automation Solutions

Artificial Intelligence and learning systems can be a game changer for your

company when implemented correctly and managed by a team of qualified

operators. We are led by someone with nearly 30 years of enterprise

resource planning design and implementation. ERP is the predecessor of AI

in software and our experience will help you get ahead in automation and

algorithmic technologies.

Product Lifecycle Management Services

All software has a lifecycle that will be influenced as much by outside factors

as those you have control over. TriHelix works with our clients to provide a

deep view of the software industry because we keep current with

developments in platform development technologies, commerce, legal,

banking and more we become part of your team and help plan for lifecycle

needs over time.

Dedicated Development Team

We have been saying “by your side but not on your payroll” for over 25 years

and that short phrase has become synonymous with our long-term

partnership approach. We believe in lifecycle partnerships that start with

design and develop and move to service and support Dedicated teams can

be full-time for a period or fractional so that you’re getting the right skills for

each project when they are needed.
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TriHelix is Your Partner for the Future

We continuously look out into the future to see where the technology is headed to leverage it to your best

advantage. That said, we aim to be on the leading edge in deployment, not the bleeding edge.


